Clonal diversity of the Kirsten-ras oncogene during tumor progression in athymic nude mice: mechanisms of amplification and rearrangement.
Single-cell clones from primary and lung metastatic tumors have been evaluated for the state of the viral-Kirsten-ras oncogene (v-Ki-ras) by Southern blot analysis after injection of Kirsten sarcoma virus-transformed BALB/c 3T3 cells (KiMSV, with a replication-defective provirus) into athymic nude mice by four different injection routes. While all clones of early-passage KiMSV cells contained an EcoRI-generated 5.3-kilobase DNA fragment at high dosage level, most clones of late-passage cells had lost this v-Ki-ras fragment or had greatly diminished levels. However, all clones of all tumors (greater than 90 tested) obtained after injection of these late-passage cells contained a dosage of the 5.3-kilobase v-Ki-ras band similar to that of the early-passage KiMSV cells, suggesting either a very strong selection for v-Ki-ras-bearing cells of the early-passage type in tumor formation and/or the ability of a subset of late-passage cells to amplify this gene to some minimal dosage level. Both flow cytometric analyses for DNA content and quantitation of chromosomes showed that all primary and lung metastatic tumors had more than twice the number of chromosomes as the late-passage KiMSV cells; however, four of 80 late-passage cells had a chromosome count in the range of tumors, consistent with their importance in tumor generation and possibly amplification of the v-Ki-ras-bearing chromosome. Clonal analyses of lung micrometastatic tumors revealed a v-Ki-ras blot pattern identical to that of the s.c. primary tumors. However, two of five lung metastases from the footpad (as large rapidly growing nodules) and i.v. routes had multiple copies of v-Ki-ras in new sites; a second injection round led to even greater complexity in v-Ki-ras patterns in clones of lung tumors. Two assays were used to demonstrate that these new v-Ki-ras integrations were generated by superinfection with a "helper" retrovirus, not sarcomagenic by itself in the nude mice, that led to rescue/reinfection of tumor cells with the defective Kirsten sarcoma proviral genome--cellular transformation of 3T3 or C3H10T1/2 cells and RNA dot blot analyses for medium-secreted retrovirus specific for LTR or v-Ki-ras sequences. This "helper" retrovirus could not be detected in early- or late-passage KiMSV cells used for inoculation but could be detected in certain tissues of normal nude mice, demonstrating its in vivo origin.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)